St. Paul’s Church Picnic
Sunday, 17th September, 2017 as of 11.00hrs
William and Irene Easun
Ferme de la Gorra
Quartier de la Gorra
06440 St. Martin de Peille, France

Tel : +33 4 93 41 00 76
Irene mobile : +33 6 80 86 24 91

DIRECTIONS
FERME DE LA GORRA, ST. MARTIN DE PEILLE
On the motorway, coming from Nice Airport
Take A8 motorway from Nice direction toward Italy
Exit : La Turbie
Follow signs for the Grande Corniche into La Turbie Village
Drive through the village going from west to east, past various small shops
From Monaco
Take the Moyenne Corniche out of Monaco (toward Nice) turning off right up to La Turbie village, well before
reaching the tunnel to the motorway.
Go up to the main road in La Turbie (i.e. the Grande Corniche, which cuts through the village and on which
there are various small shops)
Turn right when you reach the main road in La Turbie and be ready to turn left very soon
THEN
Take left turn toward Peille / l’Escarene just before the village of La Turbie peters out
Then, follow the road to Peille (called the Route de Peille). The intersection some 500 m up, do not turn off
right towards Mont Agel golf course but go left toward Peille / l’Escarene (D53).
After 3km or so you get to the hamlet of St. Martin de Peille : there is a sign for this on the left hand side of the
Route de Peille. Just after this sign you take a left turn down a hill signposted “La Gorra”. You will see a
restaurant on your right just after you turn left (called the Relais St. Martin or chez Cotton).
Follow this road downward, always choosing to go left at any fork in the road (there are seven sharp bends on
your way down).
You will arrive at the entrance to the estate to your right (“Les 3 Sources”). Do not follow the road up the hill at
that point. At the large black gate, you will need to open the gate using the code : 1720
If this does not work call us on the interphone, code : 1955A
And we will open the gate automatically. If this does not work, you can call us on +33 4 93 41 00 76 and we will
come and get you.
Some 200m down that road, straight in front of you is the Ferme de la Gorra (old house with barn on left).
N.B.

Code to leave the estate is 1720A

